
 

ISSUE BRIEF: Reducing take-away cup waste at UoE 
 
Overview 
 
In the UK alone, each year 2.5 billion single use take-away 
cups for hot drinks are thrown away -- 5000 cups every 
minute. Most single use takeaway cups that are thrown away 
cannot be recycled along with paper or cardboard due to their 
plastic laminate lining, and currently only 1 out of every 400 
such single use cups are ever recycled. While some major 
coffee chains offer discounts for customers who use a 
reusable takeaway cup, uptake of such offers only comprise 
1-2% of takeaway drink purchases across the UK according 
to the Environmental Audit Committee. This January, the 
Environmental Audit Committee also proposed a nationwide 
so called ‘latte levy’ (levy of 25p per cup) as a way to the 
usage of cut disposable cup usage, amid a rise in public 
awareness and a parliamentary inquiry about disposable 
cups (McCann, 2018). 
 
At the University of Edinburgh, takeaway cup waste is a 
significant problem. Current initiatives aimed at reducing 
single use cup waste at UoE include a university contract with 
KeepCup to provide consumers with a sustainable alternative 
to takeaway cups, as well as a discount in UoE cafes for 
individuals who use a KeepCup rather than a takeaway cup.  
 
Case Study: Cardiff University (Poortinga, 2017) 
 
A highly cited Cardiff University study investigating ways to 
reduce waste from single-use cups involved 12 businesses 
and university cafés, each of which were instructed to use 
different intervention methods to reduce takeaway cup usage 
and waste. The findings showed that: 
 

❖ A 25p charge on disposable cups increased the use of reusable coffee cups by 3.4%, while a 
discount for the use of reusable coffee cups had no impact at all on their usage. 

❖ Increased environmental messaging in cafes increased the use of reusable coffee cups by 2.3%. 
❖ The availability of reusable cups for purchase in the cafe led to an increase of their use by 2.5%. 
❖ The distribution of free reusable cups led to a further increase of their use by 4.3%. 

 



 

In one cafe, customers’ usage of reusable cups increased 5.1% to 17.4% when all the 
measures were in place. On average, the study found that such measures combined could cut 
cup waste by 12.5%, which could cut up to 300m cups each year if scaled to the entire UK.  
 
 
Conclusions: 
 
Based on previous studies and initiatives, it is clear that there are significant opportunities for 
decreasing takeaway cup waste on the University of Edinburgh campus. The Cardiff study 
demonstrates that financial incentives, reusable alternatives, and clear messaging reminding 
customers of the environmental impact of single-use coffee cups all had a direct impact on 
consumer behaviour. 
 
A study by Iyer et. al (2007) also demonstrates that providing monetary incentives for 
encouraging pro-environment behaviour had an immediate positive effect, further increased 
when combined with educational campaigns. 
 
Overall, consumers are more responsive to a charge than a discount, as seen in the success of 
the 5p single-use plastic bag levy, as people are more sensitive to capital losses than to gains. 
 
Recommendations: 

❖ Instead of providing a discount on coffee when bought with a reusable cup, using that discounted 
price as the fixed price for coffee and adding a cost for a disposable cup -- a “negative tax” -- as a 
more efficient method.  

❖ Increased informational campaigning in UoE cafes, including more clear signage and statistics 
about single use cup waste 

 
A “ramping up” of the negative tax (i.e. gradually increasing the price of a disposable cup) and 
eventual discontinuing of availability of single use take away cups within UoE cafes could also 
be explored as part of this option.  
 
Other potential avenues: 

❖ A public pledge that all UoE cafes will become single use cup-free by 2020/2025, similar to the 
zero carbon pledge 

❖ Requirements for all UoE cafes to provide sit-in cups/mugs as standard service + £1 mug deposit 
to encourage the return of university-provided mugs to cafes 

❖ The creation of a “KeepCup library” where cups can be rented out over short/long term 
❖ Welcome Week campaigning with increased information for new students about single use cup 

waste + discounted KeepCups in UoE cafes during first week of term 
❖ Formalising financial incentives for use of any reusable container for hot drinks in UoE cafes 

(thermos, own mug, etc.) beyond KeepCups across schools  (ex. provide 10p discount) 
❖ Providing all students with a free KeepCup at the beginning of their university studies 

 
 



 

Relevant Statistics 

Total hot drinks sales in UoE 17 cafes from 
September 2016 to August 2017 (disposable 
and reusable cups, non-including EUSA 
cafes) 

489,882 drinks 

Total sales of KeepCups since introduction in 
2011 

24,000 (as of July 2017) 

Bulk Price of KeepCup £5.39 

Number of UoE-run cafes 15  

Current KeepCup Policy across UoE cafes First drink free (if KeepCup purchased at UoE 
cafe) and 20p off every hot FairTrade drinks 

 (Source: UoE Department of Social Responsibility and Sustainability, and Accommodation, 
Catering and Events)  
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